Quantum mechanical characterization of the He4ICl weakly bound complex.
Vibrational calculations are performed for the 12-dimensional He4ICl van der Waals complex using the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method. The potential energy surface of the cluster is represented as a sum of the triatomic He-ICl ab initio parametrized terms plus the He-He interactions. The topology of the potential presents higher anisotropy compared to the one with a homonuclear dopant, and this is clearly reflected in the structure and energetics of the low-lying conformers of the system. In order to take advantage of the MCTDH method, natural potential fits are employed for the potential energy operator, and also, a mode combination scheme is introduced in order to speed up the computations. Zero-point energy, binding energies, and vibrationally averaged structures of different isomers of the He4ICl cluster are obtained. The present results predict that the (3,1,0) structure, involving three He atoms in the near T-shaped and one He atom in the linear configurations, to be the most stable one in accord with recent experimental findings. Comparisons with previous theoretical and experimental data are presented, and the stability of the high-order conformers is discussed in connection with the multiple minima (global and local) of the underlying potential surface.